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00:00:00,000 --> 00:00:02,125
S01: What is famous at Guilin?
00:00:02,126 --> 00:00:18,180
S02: So, according to the website, (um), that I found, it says that, (er), well, the- Guilin, being the
forest of osmanthus, probably has plenty of osmanthus products.
00:00:18,859 --> 00:00:23,367
#S02: So, (um), aside...#
#S01: What, what is +osmanthus+ product?#
00:00:24,053 --> 00:00:27,406
S02: What osmanthus… Do you know what is osmanthus?
00:00:28,562 --> 00:00:34,313
<SPN> Oh, osmanthus in Mandarin is gui hua.
00:00:34,898 --> 00:00:39,640
S01: Ooh, so this is the gui hua?
00:00:39,898 --> 00:00:46,132
The flower, it look like the locus, (um), what ah, that one is called, like, the ji dan hua?
00:00:46,626 --> 00:00:47,671
S02: Oh.
00:00:47,970 --> 00:00:49,404
#S02: I don't...#
#S01: Something like that, right?#
00:00:49,406 --> 00:00:51,570
S01: I see the colour and the flower.
00:00:53,241 --> 00:00:53,657
(Mm).
00:00:53,658 --> 00:00:54,453
S02: Maybe.
00:00:54,931 --> 00:00:58,015
I don't recall seeing ji dan hua. <SPN>
00:00:59,684 --> 00:01:03,304
S01: Okay. So, okay, continue.
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00:01:03,482 --> 00:01:06,226
What is… What we can, (um), <SPN>
00:01:07,368 --> 00:01:09,704
<SPN> something that we can buy from there?
00:01:09,705 --> 00:01:10,865
Their products.
00:01:10,867 --> 00:01:11,937
<SPN> +Osmanthus+...
00:01:12,251 --> 00:01:13,757
#S02: Yes.#
#S01: products.#
00:01:13,759 --> 00:01:14,711
S02: (Um).
00:01:15,457 --> 00:01:17,459
#S02: <SPN>#
#S01: They will make into what?#
00:01:17,890 --> 00:01:19,435
#S02: Gui hua cha.#
#S01: <SPN>#
00:01:19,436 --> 00:01:20,054
S01: Okay.
00:01:20,056 --> 00:01:23,060
S02: Sweet osmanthus flower tea. <SPN>
00:01:23,062 --> 00:01:25,091
So, (er)…
00:01:25,093 --> 00:01:31,187
S01: I think we should buy this lah, because if we are going there and that is their... <SPN>
00:01:31,522 --> 00:01:35,695
(er), +osmanthus+ products, then we should buy and try.
00:01:36,007 --> 00:01:37,637
#S02: Apparent-#
#S01: So that we…#
00:01:37,638 --> 00:01:47,773
S01: So that at least our trips, (er), I mean, (er), this is the purpose for visiting the, the, the Guilin.
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